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Investing in their health. Committed to their future.

At the forefront of Avian Research.

HARI (Hagen Avicultural Research Institute) is a world class Psittacine captive breeding, nutrition and disease research facility. HARI's continuous progress in animal husbandry have resulted in advancements that enhance the quality of captive breeding and maintenance of companion birds. Consulting with Avian veterinarians, and technicians, HARI works to develop new diets, healthy treats, bird supplements, and is responsible for innovations such as Tropican and Tropimix formulas. These diets combine the highest quality ingredients with strict standards to ensure that your bird receives the highest quality nutrition.

Umbrella Cockatoo
*Cacatua alba*

TROPIMIX
100% EDIBLE. A perfect blend of Fruits, Nuts and Legumes with Tropicorn.

TROPICAN
TOTAL NUTRITION Lifetime and High Performance formula for a healthy diet.
A BIRD IN THE HAND IS WORTH FEEDING THE BEST

Mazuri™ Hand Feeding Formulae promote better growth and better coloration among chicks. When mixing, the color change lets you know it is thoroughly mixed. It stays in suspension for well over an hour—eliminating the need to repeatedly remix the product—a real plus when you’re feeding multiple chicks.

MAZURI® HAND FEEDING FORMULAE:
• We manufacture our own diets in our ISO9001:2000 certified manufacturing facility.
• Contains rich sources of carotenoids and probiotics.
• Low iron formula.
• Promotes hydration in young birds.
• Natural preservatives and no artificial flavors or colors.

MAZURI® HAND FEEDING FORMULAE:
- 5TMX Hand Feeding Formula
- 5D1W High Energy Hand Feeding Formula

Take a walk on the wild side and visit us at
www.Mazuri.com

CHANGES COLOR WHEN MIXED & DOES NOT SEPARATE